UNRIVALLED LEVEL OF OPTIONS IN SPECIFYING WOODEN FLOORS
CHEVRON AND HERRINGBONE PATTERNS

HAND FINISHED SOLID & ENGINEERED WOOD FLOORING

ABOUT US:
UNIQUE BESPOKE WOOD - hardwood flooring supplier based in
Edinburgh, Glasgow, London. We are your go-to company for the best
real wooden floors like Chevron and Herringbone Parquet Flooring,
Engineered and Solid Wood Floors for residential or commercial
projects around the United Kingdom. Our dream is to create unique
luxury hardwood elements including flooring, wood for wall cladding,
wood for stairs and bespoke parquetry.
At Unique Bespoke Wood - we think GREEN. We were inspired to create
a greener and more environmentally friendly company and product
inventory. Only the highest quality eco friendly materials used for our
wood products.

Unique Bespoke Wood
For Professionals
UNIQUE BESPOKE WOOD priority is to work with customers in order to
implement their interior design visions as close as possible. We specialise
in residential and commercial projects located within the United Kingdom,
working with Architects, Interior Designers and Property developers (New
build and Conversion projects) .We are flexible in our production/finishing
processes and every project we are working on can be customised and made
to costumer request or drawings.

Individual Wood Floor Solutions
We can handle not only our standard orders but also customised bespoke
orders. Our flooring can be created in any desired shape, pattern, or colour
combination to match the interior. We advise and help to choose the solution
that is both aesthetically pleasing from a design point of view and functional
for the specific commercial or residential space.

Direct Risk MANAGEMENT
We directly assume all responsibility for the final result. Unique Bespoke Wood
will produce, finish, sell, and install the wooden floorboards. This allows us to
ensure not only more accurate but also more productive project management
and implementation.

Tenders and Estimating
We have a full time staff of 2 people in our estimating department. This
ensures that all tenders and price enquiries are dealt with quickly. Please send
all tenders to sales@ubwood.co.uk.
We are fully insured and professional hardwood flooring supplier.

Highest Quality
Since we handle production and installation, we are confident in the quality
and longevity of our products and the excellence of our services. We do’t use
subcontractors to install out wooden floors, we have in house well trained
hardwood flooring, chevron and herringbone parquet fitters As a result, we
back up our wood floor installation service with a 3 years warranty. More of
that we give life-time warranty for all Unique Bespoke Wood wooden floors.

Flexibility
The equipment in our UK based warehouse allows us to create bespoke wood
flooring patterns, cut the very accurate chevron parquet blocks and develop
truly unique finishes to fulfil any costumer needs.

Free Samples and Colour Matching
To allow you to see the true quality of our products we provide a free sample
service for most of the wood flooring products featured on our website. If
you are looking for colour matching service please send us your sample to our
Edinburgh wood flooring showroom.

TRULY UNIQUE COLOURS
Our engineered wood plank floors adds an elegant and large-scale
feeling with its length and width. The expression is determined in
the choice of dimensions, grading and surface treatment. Why not
challenge your limits by having the floor brushed or hand scraped?
Available in:
Species Oak, Walnut, Ash
Finish - Eco friendly Oil and Hard-wax
Construction - Engineered Oak
Available in:
Grades - Rustic, Classic, Select, Prime
Thickness - 13mm, 16mm, 21mm
Widths - 135mm, 140mm, 160mm, 180mm, 200mm
Lengths - 1800 - 2700mm
Top hardwood layer - 4mm or 6mm
Wide Plank:
Grades - Rustic, Classic, Select
Thickness - 16mm or 21mm
Widths - 210mm, 220mm, 240mm, 260mm, 300mm, 400mm
Lengths - 1800mm - 2700mm or 2400mm-5000mm
Top hardwood layer - 4mm or 6mm
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ANTIQUE BRONZE

ASH ARSENIC

ASH ARSENIC

ASH GREY GALLIUM

BLACK

BURN

BURNET GREY GERMANIUM

CLASSIC VINTAGE BORON

CLEAR OAK

DARK ARSENIC

DARK MOON

CAPPUCCINO WAVE

COGNAC

DESERT HILLS

GINGER DEEP

PROVINCE DAYS

SNOW COLD

UPSTAIRS WHITE

VIRGIN WHITE 1

INTENSIVE WHITE

INVISIBLE

LIGHT CARBON

LIGHT WALNUT

NORDIC WINTER

NR 1

NR 3

NR 14

NR 30

NR 31

NR 35

NR 36

NR 41

NR 44

OLD BERYLLIUM

PROJECT NATURAL

SLIGHT GREY

SMOKED OAK

TAUPE GALLIUM 1

WALNUT

WHITE AND BROWN

WHITE ICE VANADIUM 2

HERRINGBONE PARQUET
The herringbone parquet pattern is a classic parquet flooring
design that dates back to the 16th century. If you’re looking for a
fresher take on tradition, then our extensive range of herringbone
parquet floor are the perfect choice. Herringbone parquet floors
evoke a wonderful feeling of warmth and luxury, while also making
any interior space look more unique, open and spacious.
Herringbone parquet flooring from HexaWood can add great
history, character and tradition to any public or residential space.
So whenever you want to have that traditional look, consider
having your floor designed with Herringbone parquet.

Specifications:
Engineered Wood or Solid Wood
Thickness: 13mm / 16mm / 21mm
Top layer: 4mm / 6mm
Widths: 80mm/ 100mm / 120mm / 140mm or bespoke
Lengths: 460mm / 520mm / 600mm / 670mm / 720mm or bespoke
Micro Bevels ( V-groove): 4 side
Grades: Rustic, Natural, Select, Prime
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ASH ARSENIC I

ASH ARSENIC II

ASH ARSENIC III

ASH BERYLLIUM

ASH GREY GALLIUM

ASH LIGHT GREY GALLIUM

BLACK BISMUTH

BLACK BURNED BROMINE

BLACK BURNED BROMINE

BURNED GREY GERMANIUM II

BURNED RED RADANT

DARK ARSENIC I

DARK ARSENIC II

GREY GALLIUM

LIGHT BERYLLIUM I

LIGHT BERYLLIUM II

LIGHT GRAY GALLIUM

LIGHT GREY GERMANIUM II

LIGHT WHITE VANADIUM I

LIGHT WHITE VANADIUM II

RED CARBON

RED RUTHENIUM

TAUPE CARBON

TAUPE GALLIUM II

AMERICAN WALNUT

ASH NATRUAL WHITE

BICUIT

BROWNIE

COGNAC

COTTON WHITE

FUMED OAK

GINGER DEEP

INTENSIVE BLACK

INVISIBLE WINTER

IVORY WHITE

MUD LIGHT

NATURAL

PROJECT WHITE

PROVENCE DAYS

SILVER

SMOKE

SPRING HONEY

TANGA

THERMO OAK

UPSTAIRS WHITE ASH

CHEVRON PARQUET
Chevron Parquet Flooring never missed design mark. Chevron
parquet has always been a great classic, installed since centuries
in prestigious buildings and historical locations Worldwide.
The 45° angles creates rare moods and very impressive scenes.
Chevron parquet from Unique Bespoke Wood originates from slow
growing European Oak sourced from sustainable sources available
as an Engineered and Solid Wood Chevron Blocks. Finished
with eco friendly oils and waxes, the collection Chevron is an
environmentally low-impact surface ensuring comfort and status
to your commercial or residential interior space.
Specifications:
Engineered Wood or Solid Wood
Thickness: 13mm / 16mm / 21mm
Top layer: 4mm / 6mm
Widths: 100mm / 120mm / 140mm or bespoke
Lengths: 460mm / 520mm / 620mm / 670mm / 720mm or bespoke
Bevel (V-grooves): 4 side
Grades: Rustic, Natural, Select, Prime
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ASH ARSENIC I

ASH ARSENIC II

ASH ARSENIC III

ASH BERYLLIUM

ASH GREY GALLIUM

ASH LIGHT GREY GALLIUM

BLACK BAR

BLACK BISMUTH

BLACK BURNED BROMINE

BURNED GREY GERMANIUM I

BURNED GREY GERMANIUM II

BURNED GREY GERMANIUM III

BURNED RED RADANT

CLASSIC VINTAGE BORON

DARK ARSENIC I

DARK ARSENIC II

DARK ARSENIC III

DARK CARBON I

GREY GALLIUM

LIGHT BERYLLIUM I

LIGHT BERYLLIUM II

LIGHT CARBON I

LIGHT CARBON II

LIGHT GRAY GALLIUM

LIGHT GREY GERMANIUM I

LIGHT GREY GERMANIUM II

LIGHT WHITE VANADIUM I

LIGHT WHITE VANADIUM II

OLD BERYLLIUM I

OLD BERYLLIUM II

RED CARBON

RED RUTHENIUM

TAUPE CARBON

TAUPE GALLIUM I

TAUPE GALLIUM II

WHITE ICE VANADIUM I

WHITE ICE VANADIUM II

WHITE VANADIUM

EXTREMELY WIDE &
LONG PLANKS
Wide plank wood floor boards are excellent choice for large
interiors, country homes, prestigious modern builds and restored
period properties”; and “They deliver an expansive and calm
aesthetic, alongside the evocation of old-world solidity and
substance.
UBW wide plank engineered wood floors available in widths from
200mm and up to 400mm. We are Unique Bespoke Wood company
and deliver truly exclusive wide planks up to 6 meters lengths.
Grades - Rustic, Classic, Select
Thickness - 16mm or 21mm
Widths - 210mm, 220mm, 240mm, 260mm, 300mm, 400mm
Lengths - 1800mm - 2700mm or 2400mm-6000mm
Top hardwood layer - 4mm or 6mm
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DESIGN PARQUET PANELS
We are proud to introduce our truly luxurious handcrafted and
hand-finished Design Parquet Panels, created with passion by
highly professional woodworkers. Our creative design team can
offer individual and unique parquet panels in designs both modern
and traditional. Design Parquet Panels from UNIQUE BESPOKE
WOOD allows you to create highly luxurious and distinctive
interiors.

Specifications:
Solid oak wood or Engineered oak wood
Thickness: 16mm or 21 mm
Dimensions: 600mmX600mm, 800mmX800mm, 1000mmX1000mm
Micro bevels (V groove): 4 side or No Bevels
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HEXA

V-1

V-2

V-3

V-4

V-5

V-6

V-7

V-8

V-9

V-10

V-11

M-1

M-2

M-3

M-4

M-5

M-6

M-7

M-8

WOOD FOR STAIRS
As one of the first features to greet all who enter a home, the
staircase plays a vital and central role in shaping how our spaces
define us. For those who dream of stairs that make a more personal
and reflective statement, a total transformation can be as simple as
the installation of spectacular wood stair cladding in collaboration
with a trusted hardwood specialist.
 well-envisioned stair cladding renovation can entirely shift the
A
look and feel of an interior, or merge seamlessly within a period
property—creating the sense that the reimagined staircase
has always belonged. With countless hardwood finishes and
approaches to cladding available, the only obstacle to manifesting
the beautiful staircase you imagine is developing that concept with
a little expert guidance. In this endeavour, Unique Bespoke Wood is
ever-ready to assist.
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ASH WOOD FLOORING
Ash wood flooring is a fabulous choice for the home with a great
selection of colours and styles available.
Ash flooring is hard as Oak flooring. Ash wood tends to resemble
the highest grades of Oak because it has very few knots and many
people actually mistake ash wood for Oak wood when it is used on
floors. Wood from the ash tree is however easier to work with than
wood from the oak tree and it takes wood stain and other finishes
very well so ash wood flooring is a great choice for the home or
commercial interiors. Ash wood comes in various colours which
range from pure white to chocolate brown and relate to where
the wood has been grown. Ash is grown in many places. White
Ash grows along the Canadian border and Northern States and is
similar in colour to European Ash wood. Ash can also show colours
within it such as pink, purple and reddish brown.
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UPSTAIRS WHITE

CLEAR WHITE

EBONY

ANTIQUE

DARK OAK

VIRGIN WHITE

GINGER DEEP

ASHWORD

MEDIUM OAK

SUPER WHITE

WHITE ASH

ANTIQUE OAK
In antique reclaimed oak wood flooring, you may well discover not
only stunning contrasts of grain colour created by years of use and
exposure, but also characterful markings from old cut marks, and
perhaps where hand forged iron nails once held the wood in place!
The story-telling nature of such a surface not only sits beautifully
within a traditional home, but fantastically off-sets the clean lines
of a modern space, be it an office, a commercial environment,
or a thoughtfully composed living area. Each piece of wood is
utterly unique, combining to create a fascinating and enjoyable
composition in any form.

ANTIQUE

ANTIQUE

ANTIQUE
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WOOD FLOORING GRADES
An important decision in the hardwood buying process is the type
and grade of hardwood to use. As there are many different options
available, making the right choice relies on a variety of factors.
When trying to decide on the type and grade of hardwood to use
for a home or business, it is important to consider the construction
type, the species, the installation type, whether the wood is
prefinished or unfinished, and basic style and color options to suit
décor needs.
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OAK RUSTIC GRADE

OAK CLASSIC GRADE

OAK ELECT GRADE

OAK PREMIUM GRADE

ASH RUSTIC

ASH SELECT

ASH PREMIUM

AMERICAN WALNUT RUSTIC

AMERICAN WALNUT SELECT

AMERICAN WALNUT PREMIUM

EUROPEAN WALNUT RUSTIC

EUROPEAN WALNUT CLASSIC

EUROPEAN WALNUT SELECT

CHARRED WOOD FOR
INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
AND DECKING.
Are you looking for authentic solutions for interior or exterior?
Charred wood products will create a refined style for your desired
design. A wood burning technique developed in Japan is used to
produce a product that guarantees exclusivity. A wide range of
colors and profiles will allow you to choose the most suitable option.
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BROWN LIGHT

CARBON

DARK BROWN

GREEN

PLATIN

RED

GRAPHITE

AGENT LABEL

01316529873
sales@ubwood.co.uk
www.ubwood.co.uk
74-76 Montrose Terrace,
Edinburgh
EH7 5DP

